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With house sales at an all time low and the economic forecast gloomy, turn your house into a luxury home
by creating a bathing sanctuary with simple ideas and choice pieces that won't break the bank from the BC
Sanitan collection.
Pay Homage to a Bygone Era
Chandeliers create a focal point in almost any room of the house but in the bathroom they add a touch of
glamour and opulence. Paint frames around your bathroom furniture and add touches of solid wood - like
an Eternity bath panel and matching toilet seat - for a look that is resplendently evocative of
enchanting bygone times.
Belgravia combines elegance with exceptional versatility. The fluted column has always been one of the
essential defining features of period styling. The look is full of character and wonderfully evocative,
used to subtle effect on Belgravia's pedestal, closet and bidet. The cistern's breakfront shape is
another charming traditional detail allowing you to indulge your period bathroom styling ideas as far as
you like.
Bathe by Candlelight
Strike a match and light a candle to create a calm, intimate and romantic mood. Couple with the inviting
and shapely Mark Anthony bath, your desired aroma and favourite soundtrack for the perfect glowing
retreat.
For sheer presence, the iconic cast iron double-ended bath can make a dramatic focal point for your
bathroom. It's impressive enough even when not in use, but add some atmosphere, pour yourself a glass of
your favourite wine and really soak away the evening in pure indulgence. The interior of the bath is
finished in heavy white enamel, while the exterior surface is supplied unfinished ready for priming and
painting to match your chosen scheme
Create a Masterpiece
Just add sheer curtains, standalone and wall mirrors as features and sumptuous towels for the perfect
spa-like retreat. Consider warm neutral tones to make your bathroom more inviting and twin with stately
pieces like the Highgrove bath for a classic creation.
A showstopper in every sense, the Highgrove is guaranteed to get your bathroom noticed. The deep
freestanding double-ended acrylic bath is designed specifically for use with the Highgrove suite, but the
style is neutral enough for you to consider teaming with your suite.
BC Sanitan is famous for its classic designs with pure distinction. Beautiful at home not only in
traditional surroundings but also with the cool finishes and fresh colours of more modern day settings,
the collection includes baths, bathroom suites, brassware, furniture and accessories and is sold
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exclusively through specialist bathroom retailers throughout the UK. Log onto
http://www.bcsanitan.co.uk/ or call 01782 717275 for catalogues and product information.
For further press information please contact: Grace Opong or Sally Fearfield at Starfish Communications
on 020 7031 8149 or 020 7031 8148 or by email: opong@starfishcommunications.com or
fearfield@starfishcommunications.com
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